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New Zealand
Half Point
Hot Topic
FIFA administrator Wayne, awarded
the All Blacks of New Zealand a half
point after the standings were
announced Wednesday which moved
his team to the #1 seed, 1/2 point
over Colombia. Public outcry was
halted, because the public was not
happy (or impressed) with the
Colombian national chant “ UN D
FEATED”. New Zealand ended that
spell in what could be a prelude to the
final. In other news Coach Griff’s
Argentina side was thrilled to learn
they had an equal shot at the title and
moved up their odds to raising the
Cup. “We have no wins. But... We are
still in this,” was the speech delivered
at the end of round 3.

UNO-A-CERO: TEAM USA
Team USA has won a string of 1-neil
victories under the guidance of coach
Chablee earning a new chant amongst
Sam’s Army and American Outlaws:
“Uno-A-Cero”.

Raising hands to answer quiz question. Hint: It’s Arsenal.

NEW ODDS: ARGENTINA &
GERMANY STILL IN HUNT

Argentina Coach Griff and
Germany Coach Matt were both
seen conversing following the third
round of play Wednesday. There is
a history of teams at bottom of the
table to finals night rise to glory
and the two were apparently
mapping out that plan for their

sides. Meanwhile FIFA produced
the new ODDS for the CUP:
2:1 New Zealand gets another 1/2
point; 2:1 Paulo caught in
controversy; 100:1 Coach Matt
wins Keeper of the Tournament

continued Thursday......

Dutch players were seen everywhere in
Wednesday night’s third round. Here they are
walking out with the Colombian side in a game
they weren’t scheduled to play in.

Dutchman Brian rumored in a trade, seen here
collaborating with the Americans. Holland and
USA are atop the tables. What could this mean
for American tactician Coach Chablee?

Coach Paulo just looks like he should be
investigated.

